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Molecules and Man 

The following is a conversation between Dr. A.N. Malviya, Head of the Biochemistry 
Department at Agra (India) Medical College, and four members of the Bhaktivedanta 
Institute. The Institute members are Dr. Thoudam D. Singh, Director; Dr. Richard L. 
Thompson; T. laffe; and David Webb. 

Dr. Malvtya: I think that in modern scien
tific methods the instrumentations are not 
perfect enough to fully understand the laws 
of nature, especially the processes of life that 
occur in our body. For instance, it was only 
fairly recently that the discoveries of the 
electron microscope and X-ray diffraction 
helped us to understand the structure of 
mitochondria and to unravel the structures 
and functions of hemoglobin and DNA. 
Mr. Webb: Are you looking forward to a 
time when the instrumentation will be per
fect enough for us to fully understand the 
nature of life? 
Dr. Malvtya: Well, I hope that time will 
come. In the last one hundred years there has 
been tremendous development. Maybe in a 
thousand years we will fully understand life. 
Mr. Jaffe: It seems to be a big "maybe." 
Because our senses, the very basis of our 
perception, are imperfect, any extended 
sense investigation in the form of sophisti
cated instrumentation, etc., will of necessity 
be as imperfect as the rudimentary senses 
with which we perceive. 
Dr. Malvlya: You may be right. However, I 
can give you one example to illustrate my 
point. You see, I am primarily concerned 
with the research of mitochondria. The 
structure of mitochondria was not known 
until recently, when the electron microscope 
was discovered. And even after the discov
ery of the electron microscope, the tech
niques needed to preserve the mitochondria 
and cut them into sections were unknown. 
So in this field there has been tremendous 
development in the freeze-fracture and 
freeze-etching techniques. These are throw-

ing much more light on the organization of 
the mitochondrial structure. Now we know 
'that the mitochondria perform the function 
of the energy synthesis of ATP. What is the 
site of this energy synthesis? Even that was 
not known until the dual-wavelength spec
troscopic technique was designed. So, now 
we know the mitochondrial structure, and 
we know the site of the ATP synthesis; now 
we must find out the mechanism. If we can 
know about that tiny thing- if we can know 
about all the tiny mechanisms in our body
we can know about life. 
Dr. Thompson: That might be so if life 
were just mechanism. Then, by studying the 
body down to its last detail and thereby 
understanding mechanical features, you 
would understand life. But since there is 
more to life than just mechanism, then this 
method will not succeed. In other words, 
even if you continue your examination very 
carefully, you will find phenomena that 
cannot be accounted for in mechanical ways. 
Dr. Malvlya: That I'll agree with. There 
are certain things we find during the course 
of experimentation that cannot be mechani
cally explained. Life is mechanism plus some
thing else. I agree- it is not one hundred 
percent mechanical. 
Mr. Webb: As members of the Bhakti
vedanta Institute, we are concerned that the 
material scientists are making pronounce
ments on subjects that are actually outside 
the jurisdiction of material science. Just as 
you say, life is mechanism plus something 
else. The material scientists, because they 
can easily- more or lpss easily- investigate 
only this bodily mechanism, say, "Well, this 
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The intricate organization and precise coordination of chemical reactions involved in the 
synthesis of ATP are represented by this diagram. 

must be what life is. We will find the secret of 
life simply by investigating the physico
chemical processes that occur within the 
body." 
Dr. Malvlya: But I tell you, I must correct 
your statement. No scientist today, to my 
knowledge, has made any statement on what 
life is. 
Dr. Thompson: Many scientists have said 
what life is. For example, in the book Molecu
lar Biology of the Gene. James Watson has 
said that life is a coordinated chemical 
reaction. 
Dr. Malvlya: That's true, but there is no 
agreement among the scientists about what 
exactly life is. Each one of them - James 
Watson, Oparin, Fox, Calvin - has just made 
a high-sounding speculation; but they don't 
agree. 

Mr. Jaffe: So, you agree that they are 
speculating. 
Dr. Malvlya: I think they are. James Wat
son said that life is a coordinated chemical 
reaction or whatever, but that is mere specu
lation. 
Mr. Jaffe: In your researches, have you 
come up with any evidence for the existence 
of what one might call the nonphysical soul? 
Dr. Malvlya: If you're thinking in terms of 
the nonphysical, ! would say that the exis
tence of the squiggle bond of ATP is non
physical. 
Mr. Webb: Could you explain to us a little 
bit about this? 
Dr. Malviya: [Drawing a diagram]: You 
see, this is what is known as the squiggle 
bond. This bond has about eight kilocalories, 
and it stores all the energy that is needed for 
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your body to function. Our body needs 
energy in two forms- in the form of the ATp, 
where the chemical energy is conserved, and 
in the form of energy contained within the 
food we eat. The food you eat undergoes the 
process of glycolysis and the Kreb's cycle, 
and the end products come into the mito
chondria where the ATP is synthesized. 
Mr. Jaffe: So you say the squiggle bond is 
the transformation of the energy of the food 
into eight-kilocalorie bonds. So why are you 
saying that it's nonphysical? 
Dr. Malvlya: Because nobody has seen the 
squiggle bond; we have only realized its 
influence. 
Dr. Singh: Then why can't we infer the 
existence of the nonphysical soul in the same 
way? The scientists challenge us: "Show us 
the soul. We have never seen the soul." But 
we say you can recognize the presence of the 
soul by its influence. Once again, take the 
example of the cell. Thousands of chemical 
reactions go on in a living cell, and each and 
every reaction is remarkably specific: exactly 
the right molecule has to be at just the right 
place at precisely the right time. These 
reactions are so tremendously complex that 
all attempts to duplicate them in the labora
tory meet with complete failure. Every 
experimental biochemist knows this. Yet, 
somehow there seems to be a source of 
conscious, intelligent control organizing the 
cellular reactions down to the last molecule. 
Similarly, there are many other phenomena 
in the world, especially in human society, 
that are beyond the realms of physics and 
chemistry. For example, how could physics 
or chemistry explain our sense of right and 
wrong, the meaning and purpose in our lives, 
or goal-oriented research among scholars? 
Your research on cytochrome c comes under 
this category. 
Mr. Jaffe: I would like to ask about the 

action of cytochrome c. Dr. Malviya, what 
would you say is the difference between the 
action of cytochrome c in the living body and 
in the dead body? 
Dr. Malviya: Cytochrome c has no func
tion in an inaminate object. The function of 
cytochrome c is to transfer electrons to 
cytochrome oxidase and then to oxygen. The 
electron can be transferred only in a system 
which is animate, a system which is producing 
a turnover,. Therefore cytochrome c does 
not function in nonliving matter. 
Mr. Jaffe: Does the action of cytochrome 
c determine the difference between a living 
body and a dead body? 
Dr. Malviya: The action of cytochrome c 
can be one of the criteria, bu t it cannot be the 
only criterion. And here is a most interesting 
point. You see, cytochrome c is within the 
mitochondria. You know the make-up of the 
cell-the nucleus, the cytoplasm, the endo
plasm, etc. Cytochrome c functions within 
the mitochondria, but it is not synthesized by 
the mitochondria. It is synthesized some
where in the cytoplasm and transported to 
the mitochondria to perform its function. 
Dr. Thompson: How is it transported to 
the mitochondria? 
Dr. Malviya: That is not known; it is a great 
mystery. The mode of its transport is not 
known. 
Mr. Jaffe: Actually, one thing that occurs 
to me as a layman while listening to your 
description of all these things is that the 
structural organization of the cell is extremely 
complex. 
Dr. Malviya: Yes. 
Mr. Jaffe: How many men have been 
studying these mitochondria? 
Dr. Malviya: Oh ... well ... maybe 
thousands, for twenty years. 
Mr. Jaffe: Thousands of brilliant men 
studying for twenty years, and still they 
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cannot understand the tiniest part of the cell. 
Dr. Malvlya: That's right. I said this in 
1974, when I was delivering a lecture at Kyoto 
University in Japan. I was talking on the role 
of cytochrome c and energy conservation, 
and I said that the last discovery made in this 
field was in 1955 by Chance and Williams, 
who determined the site of energy synthesis. 
After that no great discovery has come out. 
Everybody was gasping; they were astonished 
to hear my statement. One of the most 
complex problems in bioenergetics today is 
to determine the mechanism of the synthesis 
of adenosine triphosphate [ATP]. If I write 
the reaction down on a piece of paper, it is a 
single step: adenosine diphosphate plus 
phosphate gives adenosine triphosphate. [He 
writes ADP + P = ATP.] 
Mr. Jaffe: So on paper it appears very 
simple, but when you come to the actual field 
of experimentation-
Dr. Malviya: When you come to the actual 
experimentation - designing an experiment 
to see how this simple reaction takes place-it 
is extremely complex. 
Mr. Jaffe: You know, in America there is 
a lot of propaganda that very soon the 
scientists are going to create life in the test 
tube from chemicals. So, taking all of these 
evidences of your investigations into consid
eration, what would you say about that? 
Dr. Malviya: When you say that they are 
trying to create life from chemicals, it is not 
the life that you and I know. They are trying 
to create certain physico-chemical conditions 
in which a molecular system may behave like 
a living system. The living system has three 
properties: growth, multiplication, and me
tabolism. The living system grows from 
within, not from outside. The crystal grows 
from outside, but a living system grows from 
within. And there is multiplication from one 
to two, and so on. The third aspect of 

biological activity is metabolism. The envi
ronmental molecules enter into a living 
system, which retains the materials needed 
to construct itself and discards waste pro
ducts. What comes out of a living system is 
different from what enters. 
Dr. Singh: Again, these phenomena can be 
understood as properties of matter under the 
influence of life. For example, the process of 
metablism can occur only in living cells, not 
in dead ones, although the chemicals con
stituting the living cells remain intact for some 
period following death. This implies that it is 
not the molecules that produce life. So, with 
all this information, how can anyone claim 
that life will be synthesized in the test tube? 
Dr. Malviya: The scientists may say they 
are trying to create life, but I do not see that 
they are actually creating life. They cannot 
create life. What they are trying to do is bring 
some chemicals together that resemble a 
living system. That is one approach. Their 
theory of the origin of life says that life began 
from something material. Then it became 
organic, and then proteinic. The life we know 
today is proteinic. In this approach, protein 
is life. Now, another approach, which might 
be a little confused with the first one, is the 
approach of the genetic engineering business, 
the recombinant DNA. This approach is 
being followed mainly in four flaces: London, 
Sweden, MIT, and Harvard. Those who sub
scribe to this idea are also unable to 
synthesize life. 
Dr. Singh: The greatest mistake that mo
lecular biologists make is again and again 
proclaiming that protein is life. How can 
protein be regarded as life? Proteins can be 
synthesized in the chemical lab, and if 
proteins were life, we should have by now 
seen many organisms synthesized there. 
Besides, although it is true that organisms of 
the animal kingdom are mainly proteinic in 
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composition, those in the plant kingdom are 
not necessarily proteinic. For example, trees 
are mostly cellulose, not protein. Thus ac
cording to your definition, trees are not living 
organisms! 

Thus we can conclude that neither protein 
nor cellulose nor any other molecule, large or 
small (including DNA), is life. Whenever 
needed, these molecules perform specific 
functions under the influence of the non
physical soul. Regarding your second point, 
about genetic engineering, I would like to 
mention that we went to Khorana's lab at 
MIT and talked with Ramoorti. At the time 
he was Khorana's right-hand man, in charge 
of Khorana's whole lab. In addition to the E. 
coli gene, which had been reported synthe
sized some time before our visit, Khorana 
and his co-worJ(ers had recently synthesized 
a few more genes. Ramoorti said they were 
trying to get the genes to work in vitro, 
outside the living cell, but thus far they had 
not been successful. This again suggests that 
neither genes nor DNA is life. Of course, 
synthesizing a gene is a great achievement, 
but how can anyone claim that a gene is life? 
DNA is present in a dead body also-
Dr. Malviya: But DNA can replicate itself, 
which is an essential feature of life. You know 
about the deciphering of the genetic code. 
That was the work of Khorana, Nirenberg, 
and Holley, and they got the Nobel Prize for 
it in 1968. They found that all living organisms 
contain twenty amino acids, and that there 
are four bases, universally the same. How the 
language of the four bases translates into the 
amino acids is the genetic code. Khorana, 
Nirenberg, and Holley found that the bases 
appear in triplets: three bases code one amino 
acid. You have four bases, so four times four 
times four makes sixty-four codons, and these 
codons were behaving in the same way in the 
test tube as they would behave in vivo. I 

think this is a very encouraging point for the 
scientists who are attempting to create life 
within the test tube. 

So, if you would accept the definition of 
life I mentioned before (about which, I must 
confess, I have certain reservations)-that it 
is growth, multiplication, and metabolic 
activity-then I think the scientists have been 
able to create some form of system in the test 
tube that can be called "life." 
Mr. Webb: Are you suggesting that the 
DNA molecule is an example of this? 
Dr. Malvlya: Yes. It needs nothing outside 
itself, and it can duplicate itself. 
Mr. laffe: No enzymes are required? 
Dr. Malviya: Enzymes are required, of 
course. DNA polymerase is needed. 
Dr. Thompson: But then the DNA alone is 
not sufficient. To be self-duplicating, it would 
have to duplicate its own enzymes also. 
Dr. MaJviya: It does not duplicate the 
enzymes, but it duplicates itself. 
Dr. Thompson: But wait. A self-duplica
ting system must be fully self-duplicating. In 
other words, if something uses an enxyme 
to duplicate itself, then it must also duplicate 
some more copies of that enzyme to go along 
with the copies of itself. So DNA doesn't 
fulfill your own definition of life. 
Dr. SIngh: Can you tell us something about 
the mechanism of protein synthesis in the so
called cell-free system? 
Dr. Malvlya: Yes. There is something 
known as the cell-free system, which has the 
ribosomes and the activating enzymes; it has 
the energy, the ATP, and it has the polymer
ase. You can isolate the cell-free system from 
the cell in the test tube, and you can see the 
protein synthesis. So, as far as the question of 
creating life in the test tube is concerned, 
only this has been done. They have been able 
to make some types of structures which can 
grow, multiply, and perform metabolism. 
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Dr. Singh: Any thoughtful scientist would 
agree that this is not creating life in the test 
tube. All these reactions can be explained 
purely in chemical terms. You also used the 
self-replication of the DNA molecule as an 
example of creating life in the test tube. But 
as we saw, this is incorrect. Because of the 
special geometrical configuration of the DNA 
molecule, it undergoes replication. But every 
atom and molecule has certain properties. 
Water molecules, for example, have the 
property of aggregation because of their 
strong hydrogen bonding. Sugar molecules 
have the property to turn a plane polarized 

light either to the right or the left, depending 
on the spatial arrangements of the hydrogen 
and hydroxyl groups along the molecules' 
carbon backbone. In a similar manner, 
quinine is bitter, citric acid is sour, saccharine 
is sweet. Thus every substance has certain 
characteristic properties. Similarly, The 
replication of the DNA molecule and the 
ability of DNA to synthesize protein mole
cules in a cell-free system in the presence of 
appropriate enzymes are simply chemical 
properties of the DNA molecule. We can 
further ask why you give more importance to 
the DNA molecule than to the water mole-
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cule? The point I am trying to emphasize is 
that DNA, cytochrome c, proteins, tyrosine
none of these molecules or any other mole
cules is life, nor can they produce life. Life is 
something more. 
Dr. MalvJya: I agree. 
Mr. Webb: Have the molecular biologists 
produced a single-celled animal in the lab? 
Dr. Malvlya: The s.ingle-celled animal
that they have produced. 
Mr. Webb: What is the evidence of that? 
Dr. MalvJya: There has been some contro
versy about it, but we can point to the work 
Danielli did in Buffalo on the amoeba. The 
report is that he took an amoeba, and from 
the amoeba he isolated some chemicals
some enzymes-and he also disrupted the 
amoeba's membrane. Now he had in the test 
tube all the disrupted amoebic components. 
In another test tube he had some key enzymes 
needed for the recongregation of the amoeba. 
He mixed the contents of the two test tubes 
together and produced a regenerated amoe
ba, which he claimed to be the first living 
organism made by a human being. I think it is 
nonsense, and I think Danielli has made a 
laughing stock of himself among the 
scientists. 

Now, another approach is that of Sidney 
Fox of the University of Miami in Florida. 
What he did was take amino acids, about 
seven or eight of them, and keep them at 
about 120° Centrigrade overnight. He ob
tained material which he termed proteinoids. 
He mixed these proteinoids with some nutri
ents under certain conditions, and then he 
saw some kind of molecular structures, which 
he termed microspheres and which he 
claimed grew and multiplied in the labora
tory. 
Dr. Singh: Fox's claim of the proteinoid 
microspheres as the chemical origin of a cell 
is, again, completely erroneous. His descrip-

tion of the microspheres is simply a descrip
tion of the properties of peptides and poly
peptides. These have nothing to do with the 
real phenomena of life. The type of multi
plication he refers to is like that of soap 
bubbles. Fox also claims that the amino acids 
in his peptides and polypeptides have orderly 
arrangement. However, many scholars have 
expressed doubts about his report. 
Dr. MalvJya: Yes, that's right. All of his 
experiments have been checked, and I have 
seen the reports. People are not very satisfied. 
And another great question on which he 
could be challenged is that his pproach is 
nonphysiological. 
Mr. Webb: Meaning? 
Dr. MalvJya: Can you think of an organic 
environment at 120° Centigrade? Can you 
think of life surviving at 120°? It is not 
physiological. 
Dr. Singh: Do you have any comment 
about Oparin's claim that his so-called 
coacervate droplets are the forerunners of a 
living cell? 
Dr. Malviya: Oparin takes a very primitive 
approach-only the physical approach based 
on the principles of hydration and dehydra
tion, and aggregation and segregation of the 
hydrated particles. 
Dr. Singh: These are micellar phenomena, 
entirely physico-chemical in nature. They 
have nothing to do with life. 
Dr. Malviya: No, nothing. Coacervates 
don't satisfy the definition of a living system I 
gave before. 
Mr. Webb: You said you had some reser
vations about accepting that definition of 
life. 
Dr. MalvJya: Yes, that's true. 
Mr. Webb: So, what would you propose as 
an authentic definition? 
Dr. Malvlya: I don't think I can give an 
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authentic definition of what life is. What is 
your definition of life? 
Mr. Webb: We say life is characterized by 
the presence of consciousness. It is the 
superior energy of the absolute truth, which 
can be defined as the original cause of 
everything. 
Dr. Malvlya: Well, that also is difficult to 
accept ... 
Dr. Singh: Let's briefly compare the two 
views. First there is the mechanistic view
that life is simply a coordinated chemical 
reaction. But as we have already seen, this 
concept cannot explain the intricate re
actions in the living cell. Moreover, this 
mechanistic view of life cannot accommodate 
the subtle aspects of life-feeling, willing, 
and thinking, for example-which I men
tioned earlier. Both the incredibly intricate 
reactions within the cell and the subtle 
aspects of life imply the presence of a source 
of conscious intelligence, which remains 
completely unexplained by the mechanistic 
approach. 

On the other hand, those who subscribe to 
a nonmechanistic view of life define it as an 
irreducible conscious entity, which we can 
refer to as the nonphysical soul, or jiva. The 
soul is the superior energy of the absolute 
source, who is the supremely conscious being. 
It is the soul which animates matter, down to 
the individual cells, and which also accounts 
for the subtle aspects of life mentioned 
earlier. 
Dr. Malvlya: Can you tell me, how does 
this jiva come to be? 
Dr. Singh: The science of the jiva, the 
individual living being, is discussed elabor
ately in the Bhagavad-gftii. There it is stated 
that the primeval source of this cosmos- the 
souls (jivas) as well as nonliving, inert 
matter- is a supremely conscious being. Jivas 
possess consciousness, and that distinguishes 

them from nonliving matter. Since jivas 
possess consciousness, the original source 
must also possess consciousness, because 
logically the cause cannot be less than the 
effect. As chemists we both know that any 
molecular combination, however complex it 
may be, does not exhibit consciousness. 
Therefore both the original source (the 
supremely conscious being) and the jivas 
must be nonmaterial in nature. Jfvas also 
possess free will beyond the realms of chemi
cal phenomena. You cannot say that DNA, 
for instance, has free will. 
Dr. Malvlya: I would certainly agree with 
that. 
Dr. Singh: I think that it can be very fruitful 
for biochemists to examine life from this 
alternative point of view, studying all the 
phenomena of the living system in order to 
show that life is not what the biologists are 
trying to conceive. It can be a very novel idea 
for the scientific community and can lead to 
exciting new discoveries. For instance, take 
yourself, Dr. Malviya. You are well-versed in 
the field of biochemistry: if you were to come 
out in support of this nonmechanistic view of 
life, then many members of the scientific 
community would begin seriously consid
ering whether or not life might indeed be a 
nonphysical, nonchemical phenomenon. Of 
course, life does interact with matter, and 
then the matter exhibits a certain pattern of 
behavior different from that of matter by 
itself. If scholars would begin trying to under
stand this behavior from the non mechanistic 
point of view, then new areas of research in 
the physical and biological sciences would 
open up. This is a possibility we should 
consider very seriously at the present time, 
when many molecular biologists are pro
claiming that molecules have evolved into 
men. If we consider the implications of this 
view, we will find that it is a cause of much of 
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the moral and spiritual decline in our modern 
civilization. As members of the Bhakti
vedanta Institute, we are very concerned that 
this erroneous view not go unchallenged. We 
would like to request all serious and honest 

scientists to help us counteract this harmful 
propaganda, which is being taught all over 
the world in the name of scientific knowledge. 
Dr. Malviya, we thank you very much for 
giving us some of your valuable time. 
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